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All Marketers 

tell you to 

start your 

pitch with 

the client 

first.



Galahad Productions Wants YOU to be!
SURE you know about US first -       !

what we stand for, and why.!
 We have already learned much about 

Speak Sooner!
It's our turn.



The Client's needs, are listed here: 
challenges faced, MUST Prove your own  

value quickly, Provide Solutions!

We are here to help you.

But, we aren't here to sell you anything.



Representing a Brand Means 
embodying that Brand, Truthfully. 

No matter who, or what they 
sell, size of the company or 

affiliations. IT IS NEVER CHEAP!



That's 
great info, Chris. But, what 

does it have to do with 
 Speak Sooner?

It may be Old Fashioned,  
but Galahad Productions 

WILL ONLY work with those we  
can truly embody, believe in and understand. We 

want to be authentic, 
and transfer YOUR authenticity through our 

own. We want congruent enthusiasm.

Excellent 

question, Celia! 



How else can we  
make people's lives better? 

!

Marketing. 
It's the way we increase the 

number of lives  
Helped, Saved or Touched by 

your OUR Mission.  



Buzz-Words Make Us Crazy at Galahad Productions 
!

We like knowledge. Clarity of thought.  
Logical, compassionate action. 

!

I'm a second Generation Systems Analyst;  
my Gramma raised me, so, I inherited the family business.  

Now, she's 83.  
 My orphaned 16 year old cousin, has severe Scoliosis.  

After Gramma's Strokes - 
I've moved back in to help.



I have been blessed to learn and meet, absorb 
and align myself, my approach my business 

and staff with THE 

Marketing Masters 

And Leaders (Gramma)  
TRULY filled with sincere LOVING 

 Desire to Help. 

Everyone - My heroes:



Howard Bloom was born to a 
Jewish family in Buffalo, New York. By 

sixteen, Bloom was working as an 
assistant researching the immune 

system at the Roswell Park Memorial 
Research Cancer Institute. 	


He wanted to help People. 



Graduated from NYU, 	

Bloom founded one of the	


 largest  
public relations firms in  

the music industry. Because, 
he had found how he could 

help people.



http://youtu.be/Ck8Ue9WZ3yg

Howard Bloom PR: Michael Jackson, Cyndi Lauper, Talking Heads, 
Lionel Richie, ZZ Top, Bette Midler, AC/DC, Simon & Garfunkel, John 

Mellencamp,Earth, Wind & Fire, and Kiss. He handled Bob Marley 

including his Uprising Tour. Haul & Oats, Joan Jett, Run DMC and many 
many many more.  

!
His Marketing  

Philosophy  
beats in my  
heart too... 

!
!

Please CLICK THE LINK at the top ... 

http://youtu.be/Ck8Ue9WZ3yg


http://youtu.be/d6X72q0zP0c

Jay Levinson 1933 – 2013 Father of Guerrilla Marketing

"I'm referring to the 
soul and essence of 
guerrilla marketing 

which remain as 
always -- achieving 
conventional goals, 

such as profits and joy, 
with unconventional 

methods, such as 
investing energy 

instead of money." 

http://youtu.be/d6X72q0zP0c


In 1986, Run DMC put out a 
single called “My Adidas.” 

Practically overnight, Adidas 
shoes were on the feet of  
every hip young thing and 
wannabe from NYC to LA.

Jay's answer? Give pairs 
of Adidas away to up-

and-coming rappers in 
NYC.

HOWARD BLOOM 
(PR for Run DMC)



Galahad's promise :



Well, 
First we need to 

have a quick chat. 
You ALL know, 

vastly more than 
you may think!

Okay, Chris, we know 
you and we know your own 

integrity matches ours ... how do 
we get started?



BUZZ-WORD  :  SOCIAL MEDIA



1st  SOCIAL MEDIA

Despite any hype,  
this is NOT new.



1st  SOCIAL MEDIA OPTIMIZATION

1st  "SMO" - "What to Hunt"



1st  SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

1st  "SMM" - WHERE to Hunt/How



!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Do you know where your Baby 
Boomers spend their time 

online? When? How long?

 All of a sudden it's

In America ...

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING - Just newer tools



SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING ALSO  
HAS MORE RARIFIED GOALS

In the parallel map theory, the hippocampus encodes space with 2 mapping systems.  
The bearing map is constructed primarily in the dentate gyrus from directional cues such as stimulus gradients.  

The sketch map is constructed within the hippocampus proper from positional cues.  

I do. 
Exactly 

where they go, 
why, for how long 

and how to gather them.



We do ALL our own metric and systems 
analysis to retrieve accurate, relevant, up 

date, data about your audience.  
!
!

We are being featured for conducting our own 
split testing, we are truly the only  
in house Systems/Metric analysis. 

It still comes down to cave painting.



I have 5 employees. I work over 100 hours a week. 
But, look who we are listed with now?



The Metrics are just astounding though! 
Ok. Ok. Baby-Boomers 

use Social Media more & more 



What sites should be used to target Baby Boomers?





Why?











This is where we are going to stop 
for now. Twitter and Facebook require 

their own presentations in order to learn 
how best to use, how Galahad's Deployment 

needs to be followed and most especially how 
one can very easily damage their Brand in the  

blink of an eye without the proper instruction ...  



–Galahad Productions

“The Decoy Effect, or  
Asymmetric Dominance Effect,  

Consumers will have a specific change in preference 
between 2 options when also presented  

with a 3rd option." 



(We market 3 physical assets so far): 
#1 The Videos (in full D/L) 

#2 The Workbook (Chapters D/L) 
#3 Workbook & Full Videos (Online or D/L)

Deployment of current sales assets MUST yield 
highest return - while delivering best value - for everyone.  

Speak Sooner has an opportunity!



I love these 2 people. I really love them, and the 
change they cause. I want to HELP them succeed. 

Set up fee = $2,000

My standard non-negotiable set up fee = $3,000 
Sounds high? It's not. I finally know what I'm worth. 

I have the top 5 Marketing Co's following 
my work, asking to see more ... 



YouTube  $1325 $1350.00

Twitter $1125 $2125.00

Facebook $1125 $930

Pinterest/Quora $555 $555

LinkedIn (Design) $2,125.00 $2,125.00

Blogger $750 $750
Google+ (design) $2,125.00 $2,125.00

Tumblr $700 $400

SlideShare $350 $0

!
Set-Up Alone $13,305

$10,360 x 11 
Months = 
$113,960

Year 1 Only $13,305 $127,265

Year 2 - per year $0 $113,960

Channel MonthlyChannel Set-UpChannel List



YouTube  $375 $200

Twitter $555 $350

Facebook $930 $930

Pinterest $250 $330

LinkedIn $250 (2 weeks) $200

Blogger $250 $330
Google+ (design) $200 $750 (1 month)

 Set Up fee: $3000 DISCOUNT

Set Up Fee: $2,000 NON-PROFIT

Month 1: 
!

Monthly

$2,000 
!

$0

$5,210.00 
      

$1,210.00 
$1,210 x 11Months 2-12: $0 $1,210 x 11

Annual: $0 $18,520

MonthlySet-UpChannel List





Brand

Speak Sooner ... is joyful AND easy ... 
To Brand: What does the Brand actually do?



–Celia Engel Bandman

I wrote down what she said-in her own words-and 
filed the note in her medical record. Reading it, her 

Oncologist was prompted to ask in the next visit: 

"Tell me what you don't understand, and what you hope for."



"What Speak Sooner accomplishes 
is the real reason Galahad 

Production's wants to be involved. 
The work you are doing is too 

important, too needed, too 
courageous to be overlooked 

 - or left to the few 
Simply because of cost. I can 
change the "Few" quickly and 

efficiently into: 
"Together we can help many."   

-Galahad Productions



“The rewards of conversation are far greater  
than the high costs silence imposes on both physicians and patients.” 

!
 - Jay Katz, MD 

!
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